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Across the desk of the
President:

Yep the March hare is out and/or should I
say the bunnies, we have a few running
around at the club, and NO it is not moving
target season, hopefully the school will put
some traps down shortly. Those members who are
shooting 90m however, need to take care, as there are a
few large holes in the ground where bunnies have been
digging up the ground. Everyone should take care when
moving targets out onto the ground, be wary of those
divets. If you do have an injury, please let one of the
committee members know.
I would like to remind members when they are down
for Ground duty to please turn up. At times I am
receiving text messages on the day, and emails that
morning, but as mentioned previously, I don’t always
check these before I leave for the club, a better option it
to make contact with another club member that you can
swap with, to ensure that we always have someone on
hand to assist with club set up.

Archery Australia have broadcast recently in
relation to the following events, if you are interested in
any of these, please take the time to view the selection
process, and take notice of any changes in dates.
 2018 Youth Olympic Games Selection Procedure
 2018 Australian Field Open
 2018 WAO Championships Selection Procedure
 2018 National Championships
 Board News March 2018 *included in this is a date

change for the National Open Championships***
 Reminder 2018 National Youth Archery Championships,

close of entries
 Reminder – 2018 National Matchplay Series, Final
Tournament
 2018 National Matchplay Series – Results to date.

Metropolitan Champs: 3/4th March
Jack Chambers-McLean was the sole Recurve archer on
Saturday shooting in Divn 3 – scoring 497/490 = 98 and
finished 7th overall
Maria Wright – won Bronze in Divn 3 on the Sunday with
559/518 = 1077 and Mitchell Campbell came 11th in Divn
3 with a score of 556/548 = 1104

Skins Tournament 10th March
Congratulations to Kanen
who took out the Skins
Tournament coming away
with $75, Jack 2nd with
$25, with Andrew Catto
placing 3rd with $15, it
was a very enjoyable time
for everyone. Next date 16th June, keep it free.

Capt Philip Oliverio Clout 11th March
Warringah was represented by the following members
who both received GOLD: Ben Souchaud (Barebow
Recurve Intermediate Boy shooting 100m, scoring 130
and Maria Wright (Veteran+ Female Compound Women)
shooting 165m, scoring 286, which is a Master Bowmen
Classification

Welcome to new members:
Regan McCredie (CM), Tess Phillips (RW), Cameron
Murray (RCM), please join me in welcoming them aboard.
We also say farewell to Simon Hayman & Cynthia Leung,
they are not giving up archery, but they have moved
closer to Northern Archers, so have moved clubs, no
doubt we will see them around on the shooting circuit.

National Club Postal Challenge:
Warringah Archers competed once again in the National
Postal Challenge on the 17th March, and entry fees were
paid by the Club. Congratulations everyone
Full results can be located on Archery Australia website,
however, it is pleasing to note that the following
members received medals in the following divisions:
Gold: Tom Tattersall (RIB), Carmelo Aslanidis (RU20M),
Roland Ware (CMM),
Silver: Jasper Schwarz (RU20M), Alan Nolan (RVM)
Bronze: Lucas Farrugia (RUB), Joshua Ware (CIM), Rhys
Weller (RM)
Medals will be presented at the next Handicap Day

NSW Youth Team Announced,
congratulations to both Jack ChambersMcLean, who made the recurve team, and
Mitchell
Campbell for
being named in the
compound team, we wish
you well competing at the
Nationals in Morwell
between the Thursday
12th April 2018 to Tuesday 16th April 2018

Jack & Mitchell were also
recognized for their Elite
Bronze Target Status. Kane
Wilson also achieved Elite
Team Coach Ricci Cheah
Parent Managers Marnie Parrington Sonia Crampton
Bec Hatch Matt Hatch
Team Captains Maddie Boyle Nic Kyriazis
Team Manager Anthony Maxworthy

Teams supported by Beatwear Sponsorship

State Presentation Night – 17th March
The State Presentation night was held at Concord RSL
again this year, and Warringah Archers were well
represented, to share in the achievements of our

members Sportsperson of the Year awards achieved by.
Gabbie Smith (Barebow Recurve Intermediate Girls, Jack
Chambers-McLean – obtained two (Barebow Recurve
Intermediate & Recurve Intermediate Boys), Jessica
Hutchinson (Barebow Recurve U20 Womens), Ben

Souchaud (Barebow Recurve Cub Boys) Lilia Hutchinson
Barebow Recurve Master Womens), Maria Wright
(Compound Veteran+ Womens) Simon Hayman
(Barebow Recurve Veteran Mens) & Mitchell Campbell
(Compound Cub Boys Division)

Silver Target. With Mitchell
taking out the Best
Allround U12 Competitor
for 2017, this trophy is
awarded to the highest
points scores from Target/Field/ Clout/Indoor from any
cub Recurve / Compound / Male or Female, and it is also
fitting when it was Gifted to ArcheryNSW from Warringah

Woodsmen (club name at that time). Our international
representatives – Kane & James Johnston & Steve were
acknowledged. Kane Wilson also took out the Male
Recurve Outright Indoor trophy 136 points, with Leanne
also be recognized as being a member of the NSW State
Indoor Team which achieved bronze and the Open team
which won Gold at National Championships.
The check
brigade was
also in
attendance!
One of the
highlights
from the
night was
Anthony
Maxworthy
who interviewed Jonathan Milne Paralympian about his
accident, what drives him and what his plans were for
the future. Belinda Maxworthy also shared her
experiences at the Youth Worlds, and Victor Wei spoke
about the team unity at the 2017 Open Nationals, very
enjoyable night.

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE SERIES

By Laurence E.Morehouse, Ph.D & Leonard Gross.
CONSTANT PERFORMANCE: AVOIDING INJURY
AND ILLNESS - CRUISING: A BETTER WAY TO JOG
VERY FEW THINGS distress me so much as the sight of
unskilled runners jogging on a hard surface, pavement in
particular. You can almost see the shock wages pass
from their heels to their heads with every single stride.
They have no idea that they’re traumatizing their bones
and joints and increasing the prospect of arthritis and
degenerative disease of those bones and joints in later
years. Running on a relatively soft surface like turf helps
considerably, but even that can be damaging if it isn’t
done correctly.
Jogging is splendid cardiovascular exercise when
it’s performed at a tempo consistent with one’s training
pulse rate, but orthopedically it’s dangerous. Thousands
of erstwhile joggers have had to give it up because of
injuries to their back, knees and feet. Unskilled jogging is
just what the word implies: it “jogs” the ankles, heels,
knees and spine at every step. Each one of these jolts
causes micro trauma. A jog of only a mile sends more
than two thousand jolts through the body.
There’s a simple way to take the jolts out of
jogging, while simultaneously preserving the
cardiovascular benefits. We call this method cruising.
The objective of running is to move in a
horizontal plane. Unnecessary vertical movement is
costly. The efficient runner, then, would be one who
eliminates all unnecessary up-and-down motion of his
torso and glides along the surface. If you were watching
him from the other side of the a shoulder-height hedge,
his head would seem to move smoothly across the top of
the hedge, as though he were riding a bicycle.
This cruising motion can be achieved with the
slightest change in running mechanics. You simply lower
your center of gravity ever so slightly, until your knees
feel slightly bent.
Learning to cruise is easy. Fist, walk with an
exaggerated up-and-down motion, simply to make
yourself aware of the vertical component in forward
movement. Next, keeping the same stride, bend the
knees ever so slightly and consciously try to eliminate all
up-and-down motion. A simply way to check yourself is
to try the movement mirrored by a large picture window
or the display windows of a store.
Once you can walk in a cruising mode, practice
speeding up until you can break into a slow run with your
head nearly level. You’ll find that you’re moving faster
than before, principally because your stride length has
increased. Cruising makes you want to move fast; you
feel as if you’re suddenly running downhill. It’s efficient
and comfortable because it eliminates the jolts by using
the hips, knees and ankles as shock absorbers.
Cruising is good for speed and distance running
and for running sports like soccer, basketball and tennis.
Keeping your center of gravity a little low not only gives
you more agility but protects you against wear and tear.
Cruise, don’t jog, on hard surfaces in particular. One
caution; If you lower more than an inch, you’ll feel an
extra load in your quadriceps and even weakness in the
knees. This means you’re too low, so just elevate
slightly. Eventually, cruising will strengthen your
quadriceps and knees. Until you’ve finished your special

conditioning for locomotor activities, it’s best to avoid
downhill running. It’s too hard on the knees.
INJURY PREVENTION AND EARLY CARE
ANY FREQUENT or persisting disability may indicate an
abnormality or other problem that should be examined by
a physician. But many common injuries can be
prevented or minimized if you’re well informed and use
good sense. It’s impossible to avoid sudden stops and
starts, great force and stretch and still play well; nor can
you cover yourself completely with protective padding
and expect to perform at your best. What you can do is
prevent injury is to take sensible precautions and play as
well as you can within the limits imposed by your present
level of conditioning, skill and real need to go to
extremes. Remember, the prolonged rest required to
recover from many injuries means a loss of fitness and a
long period of reconditioning. Ask yourself, “Is this
sacrifice really necessary”.

General muscle pulls ,strains, soreness & bruise…..next
edition.

MARCH
HANDICAP
SHOOT

Winner was Mitchell
Winfry Recurve Cadet
Male, scoring 921. 2nd
went to Roland Ware,
(904) arrow average of
60.56 with 3rd place being Tom Tattersall (904) - All 3
shot over 900, therefore receiving a club incentive
voucher for $20.00 each.

BIRTHDAYS FOR APRIL
Leanne Spencer (2nd),
Deanna Smyth (5th),
Rubyet Abdurrahman (6th),
Barbara Stasenka (7th), Lilia
Hutchinson & Gabbie Smith
th
(9 ), David Shannon (13th), Glenn Steele
(17th), Isaac Robbins turning the big
’18’; on the (20th), Hugh Triglone (25th),
Illawarra Golden Gong 25th March
I participated in my first competition, as part of a
group from the club, when I shot in the Annual Golden
Gong hosted by the Illawarra Archers. This annual event
is specifically designed for novice archers of all age
divisions and I can thoroughly recommend this event as
an introduction to competition shooting.
Members of Illawarra Archers went out of their way to
explain every aspect of competition shooting to us and
the experience I gained from attending has been
invaluable to me. Right from the beginning they
explained the registration process, checking our
equipment (explaining the Do’s & Don’ts) which target
captains continued throughout the day by explaining the
rules for competition shooting, which one could only

really appreciate and understand by attending such a
detailed and well-presented event.
The day was a complete success and Illawarra should
be very proud to have hosted such a great day for us.
Everyone was most welcoming and the location and
facilities they provide made the day such a pleasure.
Their club members that were in attendance to ensure
that there was a representative on each target to talk us
through the scoring process and answer our questions
was fantastic. The shoot was conducted over 30, 25 and
25 metres on a 122m face.
I went there with a goal to shoot an overall score of
700, which I achieved and exceeded, so for me
personally this was another pleasing experience which
made the day even better. I am so glad that I attended
this event as my first competition shoot. As they run this
as an annual event, I urge all new comers to consider
this event next year on their calendar.
Elizabeth, our club president was in attendance and
shot as well. After presentations were made, on behalf of
Warringah Archers, thanked the Illawarra Club for the
day’s events
and
hospitality.
For me,
what a
great day,
great
people,
great
learning
experience and a personal best. By Peter Turner (that’s

me on the right, with the Silver Medal)

FROM A JUDGES
PERSPECTIVE

What is an
Equipment Failure ?
It has been highlighted
after the increased calls for
Equipment Failure over the
last several months the
need to point out Not all
Equipment issues are
Equipment Failure.
Example Loose sight-No vs Sight fell off-Yes, Peep
sight twisted-No vs Peep has fallen out-Yes, String strand
snapped-No vs entire bowstring has snapped-Yes, Clicker
has moved-No vs Clicker plate fallen off-Yes.
An Equipment Failure, is when a piece of equipment is
unusable and you cannot continue shooting. Something
catastrophic has occurred. You are then allowed time to
fix and then make up remaining arrows.
World Archery Rules Book 3 Ch12 12.2.4
“In the event (during the qualification round) of an
equipment failure, verified by a Judge, or a medical issue,
verified by medical personnel, extra time may be given to
make the necessary repairs, change the damaged
equipment or for medical personnel to determine the
problem and decide whether or not the athlete is fit to
continue competing unassisted. However the maximum

time for make up arrows to be shot is 15 minutes
(following regular order of shooting and timing). The
athlete shall make up the appropriate number of arrows
at the earliest opportunity under the supervision of a
Judge.
12.2.4.1 In event of equipment failure, the athlete shall
call a Judge, while stepping back from the shooting line. “
The Judges Guidebook (section 4.12). An equipment
failure is to replace or repair items for which the athlete
could not be expected to foresee a problem”…“It is not
designed to allow an athlete to re-serve a string, or fletch
an arrow and so on, for which replacements should be on
hand.”
Also good to know, An Equipment Failure cannot be
used during Matchplay.
Note:
An archer can leave the shooting line at anytime, to
resolve an equipment issue. Do not have to call
Equipment Failure. Quickly make adjustments to
equipment, fix or grab a spare, and return to the
shooting line to shoot any remaining arrows (if time
permits).
In Summary: If suspected EF, immediately call a judge.
Judge will determine, and if deemed an Equipment
Failure you will be allowed extra time to remediate the
issue. Then make up remaining arrows at earliest
possible and a maximum of 15 minutes. The 15 minutes
is not specifically timed, it will be the number of ends
that can be completed within 15mins.
Not an Equipment Failure, Archer should quickly rectify
and continue to shoot any remaining arrows, during the
remaining time.
So to protect your scores and sanity in potential high
stress circumstances, please check equipment before and
during shoots. Use breaks in shooting to give your
equipment a quick once over. Listen for odd noises, this
can fix a possible problem before it happens.
Be prepared, ensure everything is tightened and
have spares. Good shooting out there, Warringah!

The Secretary (with his new Compound Bow), claims –
AWESOME ARCHERY
SKILLS, when caught
shooting an arrow
through the rope
insert which holds

the butt to the timber
stand. Not only did he managed to go through the hole,
but also missed the timber, saving his good shooting
arrows…….or is one thinking this is a new way going
forwards to put the hole in the butt!

